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Abstract
In wireless systems, the communication mechanism combines features of broadcast, synchrony,
and asynchrony. We develop an operational semantics for a calculus of wireless systems. We
present a Reduction Semantics and a Labelled Transition Semantics and prove a correspondence
result between them. We ﬁrst consider a core calculus, essentially with only the primitives for
communication, and then a few extensions.
A major goal of the semantics is to describe the forms of interferences among the activities of
processes that are peculiar of wireless systems. Such interferences occur when a location is simul-
taneously reached by two transmissions.
Keywords: Wireless systems, Broadcast, Reduction Semantics, Labelled Transition Semantics,
Interferences
1 Motivation of the work
Wireless technology is becoming everyday more widespread; its applications
span from user applications, such as personal area networks, ambient intel-
ligence, and wireless local area networks, to real-time applications, such as
cellular networks for mobile telephony or sensor networks.
The goal of this work is to deﬁne a basic calculus of wireless systems,
and its associated operational semantics. The most important contribution
of this work has been the semantics. Here we had to deal with the peculiari-
ties of wireless systems, which combine features of broadcast, synchrony, and
asynchrony, as we outline below.
1 Supported by the EC project “SENSORIA”.
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Wireless devices communicate by broadcast of messages. This is however
quite diﬀerent from the more conventional wired-based broadcast that we ﬁnd
in networks with Ethernet and that, from a semantic point of view, is well-
understood [22,24]. First, in Ethernet-like systems broadcasting is global,
i.e., the messages transmitted reach all nodes of the system. By contrast, in
wireless system broadcasting is local, i.e., a transmission spans over a limited
area, called cell, and therefore reaches only a – possibly empty – subset of the
devices in the system. Second, the communication channel for an Ethernet
device is full-duplex; that is, a node can transmit and receive at the same
time. As a consequence of full-duplex channels and global broadcasting, in-
terferences between two simultaneous transmissions are immediately detected
by transmitters. Thus transmitters know that they have to retransmit their
messages, and they do so after a randomly-chosen period of time. This means
that interferences in Ethernet-like systems are easy to repair. In a model of
these systems it is therefore reasonable to abstract from interferences, i.e., to
assume that they do not exist. By contrast, in wireless systems channels are
half-duplex : on a given channel, a device can either transmit or receive, but
cannot do both at the same time. Hence, an interference between two trans-
missions is only possibly detected by receivers located in the intersection of
the cells of the two transmitters. Interference is thus a delicate aspect of wire-
less systems that is handled by means of ad-hoc protocols (e.g., CDMA/CA).
Interference is also one of the key aspects to be described by a model of these
systems. A third, but semantically less relevant, diﬀerence between Ether-
net and wireless broadcast is that only the latter uses explicit communication
channels.
Wireless systems have also features of synchrony that remind us of syn-
chronous languages (e.g., Esterel [3], Statecharts [8], SCCS [15]). Indeed, in
a single time unit of a wireless system multiple events can happen; such a
simultaneous execution of the events is diﬀerent from an interleaving of them:
only in the former case, for instance, interferences can appear.
Wireless devices locally try to remain synchronized on a common clock
so that, for instance, transmissions start at the same time. This is due to
the fact that each device incorporates a hardware clock that is employed for
physical transmission; however, each hardware clock is generally characterized
by a diﬀerent clock drift with respect to the nominal frequency. Hence, to re-
duce the eﬀect of the clock drift, each device re-synchronizes its own clock
on the transmissions which are performed from the other devices. However,
the physical distance among the devices and the partial area covered by each
transmission may prevent an exact global agreement on clocks. As a conse-
quence, the clocks of distant devices usually do not coincide. This introduces
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an additional element of asynchrony that aﬀects the way interferences appear
and are detected, as we discuss below.
Another – though less important – feature of wireless systems (that a se-
mantics should show) is the fact that a transmitter, before initiating a trans-
mission, checks that, locally, the communication channel (i.e. a speciﬁc fre-
quency band) is not presently employed for performing other transmissions.
This is imposed in order to reduce the possibilities of interferences.
Our calculus is called Calculus of Wireless Systems (CWS). It has nodes,
which represent the devices of the system, that can be composed in parallel.
Inside a node there is a sequential process, which models the behaviour of
that device. Each node has a location and a radius that deﬁne the cell over
which that node can transmit. When developing the semantics for CWS we
tried hard to adhere to the standard operational semantics of concurrent sys-
tems (broadcast systems as in CBS [23,24,21], point-to-point systems as CCS
[16] or CSP [4]) in which each transmission of a message (or communication)
is represented precisely by a single transition (or reduction) in the semantic.
For instance, in the labelled transition semantics of CCS an event P
av−→ P ′
means that an output process in P transmits value v on channel a and then
the process evolves into P ′. Only one among the input processes executing
in parallel with P receives that value. Similarly, in CBS an event P
!v−→ P ′
means that an output process in P transmits value v and then the process
evolves into P ′. All the input processes executing in parallel with P catch
that transmission.
Our attempt at following this approach was unsuccessful due to the phys-
ical aspects of wireless systems outlined above. In particular, we could not
maintain transmission atomicity and, at the same time, express all the possible
modes in which interferences may occur.
A natural alternative would have been to follow the approach of syn-
chronous languages. In these languages an event in the semantics represents
a set of transmissions, namely all those that occurred during the same time
unit. Unfortunately, we failed also with this approach. The reason is that –
as explained earlier – the synchrony among the devices of a wireless system is
not perfect: the transmission of two distant devices may span time units that
are only partially overlapping, with strong consequences on the interference
that these devices can cause with each other and with other devices.
We thus decided to reﬁne the view on transmissions and observe, for each
node, the change of state between transmission and reception (and vice versa),
rather then single transmissions. Further, in accordance with physical wireless
devices, we assume that when a device is not performing a transmission its
antenna is in reception mode. We call event the state change that occurs in
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the network when a device changes the function of its antenna. Speciﬁcally, we
call begin transmission the event which corresponds to a device which initiates
a transmission; and, we call end transmission the event which corresponds to a
transmitter which ﬁnishes its transmission. This choice has also physical justi-
ﬁcations: wireless communication protocols require diﬀerent signal sequences
for indicating begin and end of transmissions.
In concurrency theory, Labelled Transition Systems (LTS) are the most
widely adopted means of giving operational semantics. An LTS can be a basis
for deﬁning powerful proof techniques: both inductive techniques, because, for
instance, the derivation of a transition in the LTS is driven by the structure
of a term; and co-inductive techniques, because, for instance, the transitions
of an LTS expose the full behaviour of a system (its internal activities as
well as the interactions with the environment) which is needed for deﬁning
behavioural equivalences according to the notion of bisimulation. However,
sometimes the rules of the LTS can be hard to understand. This happens, for
instance, in calculi for mobility such as the π-calculus or in higher-order cal-
culi such as Ambients. Thus, a diﬀerent form of operational semantics, called
Reduction Semantics (RS), has been introduced [17]. An RS only gives mean-
ing to the internal activities of a system. For this, the structural operation
semantics style is combined with an auxiliary relation of structural congruence
that allows manipulation of the term structure so to bring potential interact-
ing components in contiguous positions. An RS can make the meaning of
the a calculus or language easier to grasp; and it can be used to check the
correctness of an LTS, by proving a consistency with respect to such LTS. On
the other hand, the LTS remain superior for deﬁning reasoning techniques on
the processes.
For reasons similar to those above, we deﬁne both RS and LTS semantics
for CWS. Besides the diﬀerent ﬂavor (the fact of being RS or LTS), the two
semantics also diﬀer in the approach we followed to check the interferences. In
the LTS, the derivation of a transition takes a set of active transmitters (i.e.,
a set of devices that are currently engaged in a transmission) as a parame-
ter; then, the various possibilities of interferences are checked against such a
parameter. In the RS, by contrast, such parameter is absent; the checks for
interferences are “hardwired” into the rules of the semantics itself. As a conse-
quence, however, the derivation of a reduction has to be decomposed into three
separate sub-derivations, which are deﬁned using some auxiliary relations on
an extension of the calculus. Each one of such auxiliary relations implements
a logical distinct sub-component of the mechanism with which transmissions
are performed in wireless systems (e.g., individuation of the transmitter; indi-
viduation of its cell; for each receiver in the cell, the individuation of possible
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interferences). The main extensions of the calculus are given by markers that
are placed on the network nodes and that represent a partial state of the node
within the whole reduction.
Our main technical result is the equivalence between the two semantics.
The proof diﬀers from existing results of this kind in the literature both be-
cause of the diﬀerences between standard LTSs and RSs and ours, and because
of the diﬀerent approaches used in our LTS and RS concerning the identiﬁca-
tion of the active nodes.
At present, CWS does not model the movement of devices. This choice
simpliﬁes the syntax and the semantics of the calculus. Further, movement is
not relevant in important classes of wireless systems, most notably sensor net-
works (not all sensor networks are static, but the static case is predominant).
A sensor network ([2,1]) is a computer network of many, spatially distributed
devices using sensors to monitor conditions (e.g., temperature, sound, vibra-
tion, pressure, motion) at diﬀerent locations. Each device is equipped with
a radio transceiver, a small micro-controller, and an energy source, usually a
battery. Sensors communicate employing a broadcast-based wireless data-link
protocol (i.e., 802.15.4) to collaboratively transport, and possibly aggregate,
the collected information to a monitoring computer. Sensor networks are
applied in a wide variety of areas: traﬃc monitoring and video surveillance
[9,6,13,27], disaster recovery [30,5,20], home monitoring [11], manufacturing
and industrial automation [10,7,12,29,26], etc..
We discuss the addition of movement to CWS in Section 7.
Related Work
Probabilistic simulation is currently the main validation technique used for
veriﬁcation of wireless systems: given a system, pseudo-random number gen-
erators are employed to select a ﬁnite subset of the possible execution traces
and then statistical analysis techniques are applied to obtain probabilistic
information on that system.
We discuss below the works on process calculi that are most closely related
to ours. Broadcast has been ﬁrst analysed by Prasad [23,24,21] who models
Ethernet-like communications. Recently, CBS# ([18,19]) has been proposed
as a calculus for mobile wireless networks. The major diﬀerence with our work
is that CBS# abstracts from interferences; that is, a value transmitted is cor-
rectly received by all receivers in the transmission cell of the sending node.
Moreover, in CBS# each event represents a complete transmission (rather its
boundary as in our case). Such abstractions can make CBS# interesting for
reasoning on high level properties and applications. We chose to model a wire-
less system at a lower level, name that of data-link, which is the lowest level at
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which wireless systems can be programmed. At this level interferences are an
essential aspect (indeed, the presence of collisions non resolvable by hardware
is one of the most original features of wireless networking). Another diﬀer-
ence between our work and CBS# is that in the latter, in order to determine
the recipients of a transmission, a graph representation of node localities is
employed. While this approach is more ﬂexible, ours (based on locations and
radius that deﬁne transmission cells and distances) enables a more compact
representation of connectivity.
Finally, the calculus for Mobile Broadcasting Systems, MBS [25] is cur-
rently being developed. MBS aims at providing a communication model which
implements the ”globally asynchronous, locally synchronous” communication
model which is proper of wireless communication systems. Channels are em-
ployed as sealed rooms, preventing a message sent within a room to being
captured by processes in other rooms. As in CBS#, interferences between
two simultaneous transmissions is not taken into account.
2 The Language
We present the (core of the) Calculus of Wireless Systems, CWS. The language
has two parts: the process part, which describes the possible state transitions
inside a node, and the network part. For now, we introduce only those primi-
tives that are necessary for communication. Some extensions are presented in
Section 6.
Processes are sequential and live within the nodes, which are the basic
network elements, and represent single devices. Each node has a location and
a transmission radius; they are employed to deﬁne the cell over which that
node can transmit. Nodes cannot be created or destroyed. We write n [P ]cl,r for
a node named n, executing process P , synchronized on channel c, and which
can transmit over a cell centered in l (i.e., its location) with radius r. The
node identiﬁer n represents a logical location – the device network addresses.
By contrast, location l represents a physical location and, together with the
radius, is employed for deriving information about the network connectivity.
We do not indicate how locations should be speciﬁed; for instance, they
could be given by means of a coordinate system. The only assumption we
make is the possibility of comparing locations, so to determine whether a
node lies or not within the transmission cell of another node. We do so by
means of a function d which takes two locations and returns their distance.
Nodes transmit values by broadcasting them via channels. The details
about how transmissions work are given in the next section. Two important
features of transmissions that are visible in the choice of operators in CWS
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P
def
= out〈e〉.P output
| 〈v〉.P active output
| in(x).P input
| (x).P active input
| 0 inactive process
N
def
= n [P ]cl,r node (or device)
| N |N parallel composition
| 0 empty network
Table 1
Language for the description of wireless networks
are the following:
• As motivated in Section 1, in order to identify whether (and where) two
transmissions interfere with each other, in CWS a transmission is not atomic,
but is modelled by its two boundary events: begin-transmission and end-
transmission. Physically, these events represent a modiﬁcation of the an-
tenna communication mode (from reception to transmission mode, and op-
posite).
• In a wireless system, a transmission is performed in a bit-per-bit fashion.
If the transmission aborts, the partial bit-stream is discarded. Abstractly,
this corresponds to keeping the channel allocated for the transmission time
and revealing the value just before concluding the transmission. We hence
assume that a transmitted value becomes visible only once it is completely
transmitted; that is, we make it visible to the recipients with the occurrence
of the end-transmission event.
Table 1 deﬁnes the syntax of CWS. We use a..d for channels; m..o for
identiﬁers; x..z for variables; u..v for the values that can be transmitted in a
communication over a channel; these include node identiﬁers, but not chan-
nels. Finally, e..f are value expressions, which include values and variables; in
the operational semantics, we use also the special symbol ⊥, which indicates
detection of an interference and cannot be transmitted. We do not provide
a grammar for value and boolean expressions. They represent orthogonal
choices with respect to the process and network constructs. We assume the
existence of an evaluation function [[[.]]], which returns the value of a closed
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expression.
In the process constructs, an output out〈e〉.P is a process willing to initi-
ate the transmission of value v = [[[e]]]; as a result, the process will evolve to
〈v〉.P . This represents a process that is currently transmitting v; when the
transmission is terminated, this process becomes P . An input process in(x).P
represents a process that is willing to receive; when the begin of a transmission
is detected in clear the process becomes the active input process (x).P , rep-
resenting a process that is currently receiving. This reception succeeds if no
collision is detected until the end of the transmission; in this case, the received
value is bound to x. Otherwise ⊥, which indicates a failed reception, is bound
to x. The inactive process represents a terminated process. In the syntax for
networks, parallel composition represents two networks that execute in paral-
lel. The empty network is a network without any node. In in(x).P and (x).P
the displayed occurrence of x is binding with scope P .
We assume that in any network each node identiﬁer is unique, and two
diﬀerent nodes cannot share the same location. Further, no active input or
active output can appear underneath a process preﬁx. We call such networks
well-formed ; in the remainder of the paper all networks are well formed. Since
new nodes cannot be created, the well-formedness of a network is maintained
as the network evolves.
For power saving purposes, when a device is not performing any transmis-
sion, it maintains the antenna in reception mode. Hence, in the reminder of
this work we call transmitter a node whose process begins with an output or
with an active output preﬁx; in the latter case, we say that the node is an
active transmitter because it is presently performing a transmission (in prac-
tice, this is the only case in which a wireless device employs its antenna in
transmit mode).
3 Reduction Semantics
We present in this section a Reduction Semantics (RS) for CWS. In the liter-
ature, RS has been mainly employed for describing processes with handshake
communications (essentially mobile and higher calculi such as the π-calculus).
In such systems, a reduction is an interaction between an emitter and a re-
ceiver. In our case, an internal activity is a broadcast which, as discussed
in Sections 2 and 1, is modelled by the two events begin-transmission and
end-transmission. Thus, in our RS for core CWS, a reduction represents a
begin-transmission or an end-transmission.
To understand the formalisation of reduction, we have to bear in mind
those communication aspects that are speciﬁc of wireless communications, as
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discussed in Section 1, notably:
C1: a node cannot freely initiate a transmission, but can only do so if it is
not presently reached by a transmission over the same channel from another
node;
C2: a transmission cannot reach arbitrary modes, but may aﬀect all and
only the nodes in the transmission cell of the transmitter;
C3: a transmission that is received by a node is not always readable, but it
is so only if no other transmission reaches that node at that time.
A reduction is derived in three steps, each of which is formalised by means
of speciﬁc relations and rules. For writing such rules, we extend the network
terms of Table 1; we call tagged terms the extended terms and we use E to
range over them:
E
def
= N | n [P ]cl,r {N} | 〈|N |〉 | 〈|N |〉v | E|E
where N is as by Table 1. In a term n [P ]cl,r {N}, node n [P ]cl,r will always be
a transmitter, and {N} will represent a bag of receivers that falls within the
cell of the transmitter. Terms 〈|N |〉 and 〈|N |〉v represent sets of receivers that
have been tagged. We descrive the three steps used to derive a reduction:
(Event Selection): the transmitter node (i.e., the node that causes the
reduction) is selected. In this step the transmitter is tagged by creating
an empty bag for it (as for instance in n [P ]cl,r {0}), and condition C1 is
checked, if necessary;
(Event Firing): the set of receivers that fall within the transmission cell
of the node previously selected is isolated, by checking condition C2 and
inserting them into the transmitter bag; then the transmission event is
performed and, in doing so, the receivers are tagged.
(Normalization): for each receiver tagged in the previous step, condition
C3 is checked so to determine its correct evolution and remove the tag;
ﬁnally, the bag of the transmitter is dismissed.
Formally, a reduction step N −→ N ′ occurs if one of the following holds:
(Begin Transmission) there are c, l, r, E, E ′, l′ such that
N >cl E −→cl,r E ′ ∗ cl′∗  N ′
(End Transmission) there are c, l, r, E, E ′, l′ such that
N > E −→cl,r E ′ ∗ cl′∗  N ′
where ∗ and cl′∗ are the transitive closures of  and cl′ . The actual rules for
the above relations are presented in Appendix A together with some notations
that they use. The rules also use (standard) structural congruence, written
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≡ (the smallest congruence that makes networks, with | and 0, an abelian
monoid), and two extension of it. We recall that d(l, l′) gives the distance
between locations l and l′.
The Event Selection step is formalised by means of relations >cl (for a
begin-transmission event) and > (for an end-transmission). In rules RS-
Commbegin, and RS-Commend, the empty bag {0} marks the node selected
for the transmission event. The choice of the selected node is then propagated
through the system; in case of begin-transmission, condition C1 has to be
checked (rule RS-Compbegin).
The Event Firing step is formalised by relation −→cl,r. The key rules are
RS-Outbegin and RS-Outend, for begin- transmission and end-transmission
events, respectively. In both cases, the transmission does not have an eﬀect on
the receivers in the bag, which are simply tagged (for an end-transmission, the
tag includes the value that has been communicated in the transmission). Rule
RS-Compevent, for parallel composition, checks that the rest of the system
does not contain receivers which should have been placed in the transmitter
bag. This check guarantees that the bags employed in rules RS-Outbegin
and RS-Outend are indeed complete. In rule RS-SC-TR, the two extended
structural congruence are used: the ﬁrst, ≡T , allows us to bring receivers in
the bag; the second, ≡R, allows us to decompose a tagged set of receivers into
its primitive components.
Finally, the Normalization step is formalised by relations , cl , and .
Relations  and cl are used for the same reason, namely removing the tags
in the receivers produced in the previous step. The reason for having two rela-
tions is that in the case of cl a check on l and c might need to be performed.
Relation is employed to in three cases. The ﬁrst two regard receivers that are
reached by a begin-transmission event (i.e., receivers tagged 〈|−|〉). Such event
has no eﬀect if the receiver is not active and is presently reached by another
transmission (rule RS-Readynoise). By contrast, the event produces interfer-
ence if the receiver is active, i.e., it is already listening to another transmission
(rule RS-Readingbegin). The structural congruence of rule RS-SCnorm allows
us to obtain a conﬂict in rule RS-Readynoise. The last case regards receivers
that are reached by an end-transmission event (i.e., receivers tagged 〈| − |〉v):
such event has no eﬀect if the receiver is not active, and therefore is waiting
for a begin-transmission (rule RS-Readyend).
Relation cl is employed in two cases: an input process becoming an active
receiver (rule RS-Readybegin), and an active receiver successfully terminating
its reception (rule RS-Readingend). The absence of interferences is checked
in condition E2 	↓ (l, c) of rule RS-Complabnorm : the location with the tagged
receiver should not be reached by the transmission coming from an untagged
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active transmitter (that is, a transmitter diﬀerent from the one that produced
the tag). Finally, the relation  is employed to close the bag of the transmitter
and to enable further reductions.
Note that normalisation must be applied to all tagged receivers in the
systems, using relation  or cl ; otherwise, the ﬁnal term still contains tags
and therefore does not belong to the grammar of Table 1.
Example: a communication
This example shows a communication between a transmitter S
def
= n [out〈v〉.0]cl,ρ
and a receiver R
def
= m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′ that is placed within the transmitter cell
(i.e., d(l, l′) ≤ ρ).
n [out〈v〉.0]cl,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′ >cl n [out〈v〉.0]cl,ρ
n
m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
o
−→cl,ρ n [〈v〉.0]cl,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ 〈|m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′ |〉
cl′ n [〈v〉.0]cl,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
 n [〈v〉.0]cl,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
> n [〈v〉.0]cl,ρ
n
m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
o
−→cl,ρ n [0]cl,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ 〈|m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′ |〉v
cl′ n [0]cl,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ m [{v/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
 n [0]cl,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [{v/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
At the beginning of the execution, the only possible transition for the net-
work is produced by the transmitter S, which initiates a transmission since
there are no active transmitters in the network which interfere; thus the trans-
mission bag for S is created and the receivers, R, are put within the bag
(rules RS-StructCong and RS-BagReady). Then, the transmission is
performed (rule RS-Outbegin) and R is tagged with a begin-transmission tag.
Finally, the receiver is normalized (rule RS-Readybegin) and the transmission
bag closed. The end-transmission happens in a similar manner and R obtains
the value transmitted by S.
Example: an interference
This example shows the behaviour of a receiver R
def
= m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′ and
two transmitters S1
def
= n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ and S2
def
= n2 [out〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ when
transmissions interfere with each other at the receiver site (i.e., the relations
d(l1, l2) ≥ ρ, d(l1, l′) ≤ ρ, and d(l2, l′) ≤ ρ hold). We have:
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N
def
= n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
˛˛
˛ n2 [out〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
>cl2 n2 [out〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
n
m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
o˛˛
˛ n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
−→cl2,ρ n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ 〈|m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′ |〉
˛˛
˛ n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
cl′ n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
 n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
>cl1 n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
n
m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
o˛˛
˛ n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
−→cl1,ρ n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ 〈|m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′ |〉
˛˛
˛ n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
 n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
 n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
> n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
−→cl2,ρ n2 [0]cl2,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
 n2 [0]cl2,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
> n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n2 [0]cl2,ρ
−→cl1,ρ n1 [0]cl1,ρ {0}
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n2 [0]cl2,ρ
 n1 [0]cl1,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
˛˛
˛ n2 [0]cl2,ρ
At the beginning, both transmitters can begin a transmission. We assume
that S2 initiates its transmission; consequently, the receiver R detects the
transmission and begins receiving. Then, transmitter S1, which cannot detect
the transmission from T2, initiates its own, provoking an interference on R; this
interference is detected by R, which stores ⊥ and then continues its execution.
4 Labelled Transition Semantics
Reﬂecting the structure of the language syntax, the Labelled Transition Se-
mantics (LTS) has two sets of rules: those for the processes and those for the
networks. Table 2 presents the LTS for processes. Transitions are of the form
P
α−→ P , where the grammar for α is
α :=! | ? | !v | ?v
Labels ! and !v represent begin-transmission and end-transmission events em-
anating from P ; and ?, ?v represent begin-transmission and end-transmission
events that reach P . We comment the rules. In PS-Outbegin, the process
evaluates expression e and initiates the transmission of the resulting value;
in PS-Outend, the process terminates transmission of v; in PS-Inbegin, the
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[[[e]]] = v
out〈e〉.P !−→ 〈v〉.P
[PS-Outbegin] 〈v〉.P !v−→ P [PS-Outend]
in(x).P
?−→ (x).P [PS-Inbegin] in(x).P ?v−→ in(x).P [PS-Waitbegin]
(x).P
?v−→ {v/x}P [PS-In1end]
(x).P
?⊥−→ {⊥/x}P [PS-In2end]
α ∈ {?, ?v} P 	∈ IP
P
α−→ P [PS-NoIn]
where IP is the set of processes of the form in(x).P1 or (x).P1
Table 2
Labelled transitions for processes
process captures a begin-transmission; in PS-Waitbegin, the input process
does not react to an end-transmission event because it is waiting for a begin-
transmission event; in PS-Inend1, the process receives v, and then continues its
execution; in PS-Inend2, the process receives noise (i.e., there is interference);
rule PS-NotIn shows that non-input processes never react to reception of
events.
In the network semantics, a transition has the form
T N
μ−→ N ′
and reads given the set T of active transmitters, at the occurrence of event μ,
network N becomes network N ′. Each active transmitter in T is represented by
a triple (l, r, c) which represent, respectively, the transmitter location, radius,
and communication channel. The set T and the set of active transmitters in
N need not coincide; this can be useful, for instance to analyse the evolution
of a system in presence of external transmissions. The two sets should how-
ever coincide to know the evolution of a system in isolation. The semantics
does not automatically updates the set T after a transition. Thus, when a
transition is performed, the new T to be used for the next transition has to
be manually computed. We have preferred to keep in the rules only the infor-
mation necessary for deriving the transitions; it is easy to modify the rules so
that they also produce the new T .
There are four possible kinds of transitions :
(i) T N
c![l,r]−→ N ′: the node in N at location l becomes active and initiates
a transmission over channel c with radius r;
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P
!−→ P ′ T |l,c = ∅
T  n [P ]cl,r
c![l,r]−→ n [P ′]cl,r
[NS-Outbegin]
P
!v−→ P ′
T  n [P ]cl,r
c!v[l,r]−→ n [P ′]cl,r
[NS-Outend]
P
?θ−→ P ′ d(l, l′) ≤ r′ T |l,c ⊆ {l′, r′, c}
T  n [P ]cl,r
c?θ[l′,r′]−→ n [P ′]cl,r
[NS-In1]
d(l, l′) > r′ ∨ c 	= c′
T  n [P ]cl,r
c′?θ[l′,r′]−→ n [P ]cl,r
[NS-In2]
P
?⊥−→ P ′ d(l, l′) ≤ r′ T |l,c 	⊆ {l′, r′, c}
T  n [P ]cl,r
c?θ[l′,r′]−→ n [P ′]cl,r
[NS-In3]
T N1
c?θ[l,r]−→ N ′1 T N2 c!θ[l,r]−→ N ′2
T N1|N2 c!θ[l,r]−→ N ′1|N ′2
[NS-Comr]
T N1
c!θ[l,r]−→ N ′1 T N2 c?θ[l,r]−→ N ′2
T N1|N2 c!θ[l,r]−→ N ′1|N ′2
[NS-Coml]
T N1
c?θ[l,r]−→ N ′1 T N2 c?θ[l,r]−→ N ′2
T N1|N2 c?θ[l,r]−→ N ′1|N ′2
[NS-RComin]
Table 3
Labelled transitions for networks
(ii) T N
c!v[l,r]−→ N ′: analogous to the previous one, for an end transmission;
(iii) T  N
c?[l,r]−→ N ′: the begin of a transmission over channel c and with
radius r, produced by a node that is external to N and located at l, is
propagated into N ;
(iv) T N
c?v[l,r]−→ N ′: analogous to the previous one, for an end transmission
event.
Accordingly, the following well-formedness condition is imposed: in transitions
of the form (1) or (3), that is, begin-transmissions, (l, r, c) should not be in T ;
conversely, for transitions of the form (2) or (4), that is, end-transmissions,
(l, r, c) must be in T .
Table 3 presents the LTS for networks. In the rules, the metavariable θ is
a notational convention used to have fewer rules. Thus ?θ ranges over ? and
?v; similarly, !θ ranges over ! and !v. Also, we write T |c,l for the subset of
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the active transmitters T whose transmission reach a node located in l and
synchronized on channel c. Formally,
T |c,l = {(l′, r′, c′) | d(l′, l) ≤ r′ ∧ c′ = c}
In the LTS for networks, the key rules regard events reaching a single node
(i.e., NS-In1, NS-In2, and NS-In3) and nodes emitting events (i.e., NS-
Outbegin and NS-Outend). Rule NS-In1 shows the behaviour of a node that
receives an event in clear. Condition d(l, l′) ≤ r′ ensures that the node receives
the event in the label, whereas T |l,c ⊆ {l′, r′, c} ensures that the node is not
exposed to other transmissions. Rule NS-In2 shows that a node is not aﬀected
by events that do not reach the node. Rule NS-In3 describes a node that
detects colliding transmissions; conditions d(l, l′) ≤ r′ and T |l,c 	⊆ {l′, r′, c}
ensure that at least two transmissions reach the node. Rule NS-Outbegin
shows that a transmission can be initiated by a node only when that node
is not presently reached by another transmission. In rule NS-Outend, the
transmission of a node terminates.
The propagation of events through the network is described by rules NS-
Comr, NS-Coml, and NS-Comin. In NS-Comr (and NS-Coml), an event
generated in a network is propagated to another network that executes in
parallel (NS-Coml is symmetrical to NS-Comr). Finally, NS-Comin shows
two networks in parallel that detect the same event.
Examples
We redo the examples at the end of Section 3 using the LTS. We do not repeat
the descriptions of the systems. First the communication example. Let
N
def
= n [out〈v〉.0]cl,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [in(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
We have:
∅N c![l,ρ]−→ n [〈v〉.0]cl,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′ def= N1
{(l, ρ, c)}N1 c!v[l,ρ]−→ n [0]cl,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [{v/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
The ﬁrst event is the begin-transmission from the transmitter S; this can
happen since there are no active transmissions reaching S (i.e., ∅|l,c = ∅).
The receiver R, which was not previously reached by any transmission (i.e.,
∅|l′,c = ∅) sees the transmission event and begins receiving that transmission.
In the second event, the triple (l, r, c), representing S, is included in the set of
active transmissions. As pointed out earlier, with the present semantics the
set of active transmitters has to be computed manually at each transition. In
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the ﬁnal step, the transmitter completes the transmission of value v and R
terminates the reception.
Now the interference example. Let
N
def
= n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
∣
∣
∣n2 [out〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
∣
∣
∣m [in(x).P ]
c
l′,ρ′ .
We have:
∅N c![l2,ρ]−→ n1 [out〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
˛˛
˛ n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [(x).P ]cl′,ρ′
def
= N1
{(l2, ρ, c)}N1 c![l2,ρ]−→ n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
˛˛
˛ n2 [〈v2〉.0]cl2,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
def
= N2
{(l2, ρ, c), (l1, ρ, c)}N2 c!v2[l2,ρ]−→ n1 [〈v1〉.0]cl1,ρ
˛˛
˛ n2 [0]cl2,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
def
= N3
{(l1, ρ, c)}N3 c!v1[l1,ρ]−→ n1 [0]cl1,ρ
˛˛
˛ n2 [0]cl2,ρ
˛˛
˛ m [{⊥/x}P ]cl′,ρ′
First, S2 initiates its transmission; R detects the transmission and begin
receiving. Then, S1, which cannot detect S2’s transmission (since it holds that
{(l2, ρ, c)}|l,c = ∅) initiates its own transmission, causing an interference at R.
As a consequence, R records ⊥ as a result.
Note that for the above interference to occur, condition d(l1, l2) ≥ ρ is
necessary. A process begins transmitting only if its sees the communication
channel free.
5 The Harmony Theorem
The Harmony Theorem proves the correspondence between the two semantics.
The theorem has two parts. The ﬁrst shows that the LTS is compatible with
structural congruence; that is, application of structural congruence does not
aﬀect the possible transitions. The second shows that the RS behaves as the
LTS; i.e., each reduction in the RS has a corresponding transition in the LTS
and vice versa, and the resulting networks are structurally congruent.
Theorem 5.1 (Harmony Theorem) Let N be network, and T the set of
active transmitters in N .
(i) If T N
μ−→ N ′ and N ≡ N1 then also T N1 μ−→ N ′1 ≡ N ′.
(ii) If N −→ N ′ then either
(a) there are l, r, c such that T N
c![l,r]−→≡ N ′;
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(b) or there are l, r, c and v such that T N
c!v[l,r]−→≡ N ′.
(iii) The converse, i.e., if T N
c![l,r]−→ N ′, for some l, r, c, or T N c!v[l,r]−→≡ N ′,
for some l, r, c, v, then also N −→≡ N ′.
The structure of the proof of the theorem is the same as as that of analogous
results for point-to-point message-passing process calculi [17,28]. The details,
however, are quite diﬀerent, because of the peculiarities of our LTS and RS
(and the use of tagged terms and six auxiliary relations in the RS). We ﬁrst
prove a few auxiliary lemmas for the RS that describe how the structure of
a network evolves across the reduction sub-steps, when a transmission begins
and when a transmission ends.
6 Language Extensions
In the previous sections we have considered the subset of CWS with only
the operators necessary for communication. We now brieﬂy discuss the full
calculus. While the new extensions add a considerable amount of details to
the rules for the RS and LTS and to the Harmony Theorem, they do not
introduce new technical diﬃculties. Because of this, and of lack of space, we
only give an informal account of them.
The ﬁrst addition is both an extension and a modiﬁcation of the core calcu-
lus: the input construct is replaced by the handled input construct in(x.)P Q.
This process can either receive a transmission, or trigger the handler Q. In the
ﬁrst case, when the reception begins the process becomes an active receiver
(x).P . In the second case, the process evolves to process Q. The handled
input enables the modelling of scenarios in which a device, due to the ver-
iﬁcation of internal conditions (e.g., timeouts, interrupts, exceptions) stops
waiting for incoming messages. This situation is common in modern wireless
systems (for instance, in communication protocols that implement techniques
for preventing starvation).
The other additions to the process syntax are: a construct switch c.P , rep-
resenting a process that decides to change its communication channel, synchro-
nizing on channel c, and then continues as P ; the construct if e then P1 else P2,
representing a process that behaves according to the truth value [[[e]]]; recursion,
to model devices with an inﬁnite behaviour. Finally, the network language is
augmented with the restriction construct (νc) N , that creates a new channel
c with scope N ; the new channel can be used only by the nodes in N .
A consequence of these additions in the operational semantics is the intro-
duction of transitions representing activities internal to the nodes (the analo-
gous of the τ -steps in languages such as CCS), both in the RS and in the LTS.
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Examples of internal activities are the switch of a communication channel and
the activation of an input handler.
7 Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have developed an operational semantics for a calculus of
wireless systems. We have presented a RS and a LTS and proved a correspon-
dence result between them. We have ﬁrst presented a core calculus, essentially
containing the primitives for communication, and we have then extended it to
a more complete calculus.
Technical diﬃculties and the peculiarities of wireless systems lead us to
separate, in both semantics, the begin and the end of a transmission. By
contrast, the two semantics follow a diﬀerent approach for the check of inter-
ferences: only the LTS takes a set of active transmitters as a parameter for
the rules. It would have been possible to design the RS employing the same
parameter as for the LTS, and the correspondence between the two seman-
tics would have been easier to ﬁnd. We have chosen not to do so in order to
compare the two approaches; at present, we do not see one that is obviously
better than the other.
In the deﬁnition of the operational semantics we encountered problems due
to the physical peculiarities of wireless systems, discussed in Section 1. For
this reason, we decided to maintain the calculus “small” and to focus on its
operational semantics only.
A number of developments are possible. First, we need to evaluate the
expressive power of the operators in CWS. Some examples, such as a version
of the alternating bit protocol for wireless systems, are presented in [14], but
more experiments are needed. Second, one could try to deﬁne appropriate no-
tions of behavioural equivalence and/or logics. Standard methods for deﬁning
these notions on top of an operational semantics appears diﬃcult to pursue.
For instance, a behavioural equivalence is usually deﬁned with respect to an
observer that interacts with the systems. In wireless systems, each device –
and therefore presumably also the observer – has a locations and a transmis-
sion cell, and it is not clear how to take them into account.
In CWS, devices are static – they cannot move. Movement could be added
as a separate feature, orthogonal to communication. Indeed, with present
technologies the communication times are negligible with respect to times for
mechanical movements. For instance, consider a transmitter that moves at
5 meters and that transmits a 2000-byte frame over a channel having a 2
megabit-per-second bandwidth. The actual transmission would take about
0.008 seconds; during that time, the transmitter moves only about 4 cen-
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timetres away. In other words, a viable approach to movement could consist
in simply adding primitives for expressing movement of devices (the calcu-
lus could even be parametric with respect to to this); during communication,
however, the network would be considered static, and therefore communica-
tion could be described using the machinery developed in this paper.
Another possible extension is to enable channel transmission and dynamic
creation of new channels. It should be possible to formalise such an extension
borrowing ideas from calculi for point-to-point mobile processes such as the
π-calculus. Similarly one could proceed for the addition of primitives for
cryptography.
One may also want to relax the assumption that nodes within a certain
radius can always receive transmissions, because, for instance, blockage caused
by obstacles, features of the antenna, etc..
Finally, it could be useful to add an explicit notion of time to the calculus.
For instance, this would allow us a more precise formalization of the time-
out handler for the input operation (Section 6), so to obtain a deterministic
semantics for handler activation.
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A Reduction rules
Notations
• E 	↓ (l, c) holds if network E contains no active transmitters n [〈v〉.P ]cl′,r, for which d(l, l′) ≤ r
holds (i.e., no transmissions on c emanating from E presently reach l).
• (l, r, c) 	 ⇓ E holds if network E contains no receivers n [in(x).P ]cl′,r′ or n [(x).P ]cl′,r′ for which
d(l, l′) ≤ r holds (i.e., a transmission on c from l with radius r presently reaches no receivers in
E).
Transmitter structural congruence, ≡T (add the rules below to
those for ≡)
d(l, l′) ≤ r
n [P ]cl,r {N} |m [in(x).Q]cl′,r′ ≡T n [P ]cl,r
n
N |m [in(x).Q]cl′,r′
o [SC-BagReady]
d(l, l′) ≤ r
n [P ]cl,r {N} |m [(x).Q]cl′,r′ ≡T n [P ]cl,r
n
N |m [(x).Q]cl′,r′
o [SC-BagReading]
Receiver structural congruence, ≡R (add the rules below to those
for ≡)
〈|N1|N2|〉 ≡R 〈|N1|〉|〈|N2 |〉 [SC-begin]
〈|N1|N2|〉v ≡R 〈|N1|〉v |〈|N2|〉v [SC-end]
Rules for >cl
[[[e]]] = v
n [out〈e〉.P ]cl,r >cl n [out〈v〉.P ]cl,r {0}
[RS-Commbegin]
N1 >
c
l E N2 	↓ (l, c)
N1 |N2 >cl E |N2 [RS-Compbegin]
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Rules for >
n [〈v〉.P ]cl,r > n [〈v〉.P ]cl,r {0} [RS-Commend]
N1 > E
N1 |N2 > E |N2 [RS-Compend]
Rules for −→cl,r
n [out〈v〉.P ]cl,r {N} −→cl,r n [〈v〉.P ]cl,r {0} | 〈|N |〉 [RS-Outbegin]
n [〈v〉.P ]cl,r {N} −→cl,r n [P ]cl,r {0} | 〈|N |〉v [RS-Outend]
E1 −→cl,r E′1 (l, r, c) 	 ⇓ E2
E1 |E2 −→cl,r E′1 |E2 [RS-Compevent]
E ≡T E′ −→cl,r E′′ ≡R E′′′
E −→cl,r E′′′ [RS-SC-TR]
Rules for cl
〈|n [in(x).P ]cl,r |〉 cl n [(x).P ]cl,r [RS-Readybegin]
〈|n [(x).P ]cl,r |〉v cl n [{v/x}P ]cl,r [RS-Readingend]
E1 cl E′1 E2 	↓ (l, c)
E1 |E2 cl E′1 |E2 [RS-Complabnorm]
E ≡ E′ cl E′′ ≡ E′′′
E cl E′′′ [RS-SC
c
l
]
Rules for 
d(l, lm) ≤ rm
m [〈vm〉.Pm]clm,rm | 〈|n [in(x).P ]
c
l,r |〉  m [〈vm〉.Pm]clm,rm |n [in(x).P ]
c
l,r
[RS-Readynoise]
〈|n [(x).P ]cl,r |〉  n [{⊥/x}P ]cl,r [RS-Readingbegin]
〈|n [in(x).P ]cl,r |〉v  n [in(x).P ]cl,r [RS-Readyend]
E1  E′1
E1 |E2  E′1 |E2 [RS-Compnorm]
E ≡ E′  E′′ ≡ E′′′
E  E′′′ [RS-SCnorm]
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Rules for 
n [P ]cl,r {0}  n [P ]cl,r [RS-Transm]
E1  N1
E1 |N2  N1 |N2 [RS-Comp]
E ≡ E′  E′′ ≡ E′′′
E  E′′′ [RS-SC]
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